
METEOROLOGIST MARTY CONIGLIO

PROFESSIONAL SYNOPSIS

Meteorologist/weather forecaster possessing over 30 years of experience in department 
management, education, and mass communications.  Highly skilled in researching and analyzing
complex information as well as implementing cutting-edge technology.  

Earned American Meteorological Society's Broadcasting Seal of Approval and Certified Broadcast
Meteorologist designations.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Meteorology, University of Nebraska 1984
Minors in Psychology and English.
Federal Aviation Administration, Private pilot license/high performance endorsement 1998,
Instrument rating 2001, Commercial pilot license 2009.

    

CAREER PROFILE

President/Owner, WXPERT, LLC, 5/1995-Present
Forensic meteorology and legal expert reports and testimony. Historical weather data analysis 
and reconstruction of conditions. Severe weather forecasting. Event forecasting.
Meteorological observer to verify weather insurance claims.

Meteorologist, KUSA TV, Denver, CO 08/2004-08/2020
Engage audiences on multimedia digital platforms from broadcast to social media.  Expert-level 
operational forecasting for consumer markets.  Conceive, produce, and present compelling 
digital visual graphics to create value-added content.

Chief Meteorologist, KMGH TV, Denver, CO 06/1999-08/2004
Managed all aspects of weather department and staff; including budgets, scheduling, and all 
technological enhancements.  Executed complete graphics redesign and custom RADAR site 
selection and relocation.



Chief Meteorologist, KCNC TV, Denver, CO 03/1989-06/1999
Rapidly promoted from weekend meteorologist to top of department due to superior knowledge 
of technology and graphics design. Managed entire weather department; including budgets, 
scheduling, and all technological enhancements.  

Chief Meteorologist, WAND TV, Decatur, IL 01/1987-03/1989
Promoted from midday forecaster to Chief Meteorologist within first 5 months on staff.  Executed
graphics redesign to modernize on-air look and increase audience satisfaction.

Chief Meteorologist, WKBT TV, La Crosse, WI 01/1986-01/1987
Managed project changing from pre-recorded graphics packages to in-house computer graphics 
production.  

Meteorologist, KOLN TV, Lincoln, NE 01/1985-01/1986
Staff weather forecaster and pioneer in interactive RADAR graphics display in the market.

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

Conducted more than 2,500 hours of educational presentations amongst diverse groups of
people ranging in age from preschool to senior citizens.  Has long history with weather and

climate related issues and policies dating back over thirty years.

PERSONAL

Avid cyclist, hiker, and skier.  Accomplished mandolinist and guitarist.  Animal welfare advocate.

CONTACT

mcwxpert@gmail.com
www.thewxpert.com

Mobile: 303.909.3213 
10966 West 77th Avenue, Arvada, CO 80005
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